
• The art and science of organizing and labeling 
web sites, intranets, online communities and 
software to support usability and findability.

• The structural design of shared information 
environments.
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• An emerging community of practice 
focused on bringing principles of design and 
architecture to the digital landscape.

The effort of organizing and relating information 
in a way that simplifies how people navigate and 
use content on the Web.

DSIA Research Initiative | Davis (2010)  

IA Institute (2002)

Information Architecture Schools of Thought

• Information architecture is about understanding and conveying the big picture of a web site.
 
• The elements of information architecture – navigation systems, labeling systems, organization 
systems, indexing, searching methods, metaphors – are the glue that holds together a web site

• The art and science of shaping information 
products and experiences to support 
usability and findability

• An emerging discipline and community of 
practice focused on bringing principles of 
design and architecture to the digital land-
scape.

• The combination of organization, labeling, 
search and navigation systems within web sites 
and intranets.

• The structural design of shared information 
environments.

Morville | Rosenfeld - 3rd Edition (2006)

• The combination of organization, labeling, and 
navigation schemes within an information system.

• The structural design of an information space to 
facilitate task completion and intuitive access to 
content.

• The art and science of structuring and classifying 
web sites and intranets to help people find and 
manage information.

Classic Perspectives

Morville | Rosenfeld - 2nd Edition (2002)

Contemporary Perspectives

Morville and Rosenfeld officially state the nature of IA practice in 
the second edition of the polar bear book. However, the polar bear 
book continued to blur the lines between what was seen as core IA 
practice and the broader concerns of Web strategy and design. [5.1] 

The IA Institute considered how library science and principles of 
building architecture could better explain the intent of information 
architecture practice. Their efforts resulted in rich correlations to help 
explain the value and aims of information architecture. [8.1]

• Shape products and experiences
• Usability

• Organization  • Navigation
• Labeling • Search
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“Information architecture involves the design of organization, labeling, navigation, and searching 
systems to help people find and manage information more successfully.” - Lou Rosenfeld

• Architecture
• Design

The first edition of “Information Architecture for the World Wide Web” 
--also known as the polar bear book--never formally defined the 
practice of information architecture. However, two years later, in an 
interview, Lou Rosenfeld was asked for a definition. His response can 
be viewed as the baseline definition for the first classical information 
architecture position. This definition surfaced in the second edition of 
the polar bear book as a bulleted list. [2.1] 

Peter Morville and Lou Rosenfeld introduce library science-based 
approaches that made Web content more discoverable in complex 
Web sites. Their book also demonstrated the type of planning, design 
and collaboration that was necessary to encourage effective and 
usable Web sites. The supportive methods and use cases lead to 
equating information architecture to an overarching approach for 
designing Web Sites. [1.1]  

Resmini | Rosati (2011)

• Cross-channel user experience

Klyn (2012)

• Performance • Design (How)  
  Continuums • Architecture (Why and What)
  

Morville (2012)

• System thinking     • Cross-channel experience
• Strategy     • Architect understanding

• Organization  • Structural design
• Labeling 
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In 2011, Andrea Resmini and Luca Rosati champion information 
architecture that goes beyond the Web and in a context that merges 
physical and digital as a single and pervasive ecosystem. Their 
manifesto and IA heuristics for cross-channel information architec-
ture recognizes the IA Institute’s classic IA perspective, but calls for 
it to embrace the challenges of dynamic and medium-agnotic 
information behavior. [11.1][11.2][11.3]

Resmini | Rosati (2011)

• Place-making • Resilience • Consistency
• Reduction • Correlation

Peter Morville remains a prominent advocate of the practice of 
contemporary information architecture. In Understanding Information 
Architecture, Morville reaffirms his commitment to contemporary 
practice with new language that argues the inclusion of site 
planning and system thinking. Morville thoughtfully edits the practice 
definition of the Polar Bear Book (3rd ed.) without changing its 
essence. But, the evolving intentions of Morville’s perspective 
warrants categorizing his position as a sub-branch of the foundation 
set by the Polar Bear book. [14.1][14.2][14.3]

CONTEMPORARY IA School Established 

CLASSIC IA School Established 

In 2012, Dan Klyn begins evangilizing the distinction between 
design and architecture and how they apply to the practice of 
contemporary information architecture. Klyn’s critical analysis of the 
works and writings of Richard Saul Wurman translates the intent of 
the contemporary school with a renewed focus on site visioning and 
planning. [12.1]  

Klyn (2010)

• Choreography • Ontology
• Taxonomy

In a 2010 IA Institute contest for explaining information architecture, 
Dan Klyn presents his positions for the practice of information architecture. 
Klyn discussed choreography as a way to frame navigation. He then 
argues that ontology was important in establishing meaning amongst 
entities in an information domain and reinforced the importance of 
organization through taxonomy. [10.1]

In their third edition, Morville and Rosenfeld returned to framing 
information architecture as a practice of structural design and site 
strategy. They ultimately envision a practice that architects information 
and user experiences. This perspective is consistent with the IA 
Institute. [13.1]  

Concerned with the strategy and design for navigating, 
organizing and relating information in ways that promote 
information findability, management and use. -- DSIARI

Concerned with “the design of information environments 
and the management of an information environment 
design process.” -- Earl Morrogh
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Hinton, Klyn, Resmini & Rosati make deep correlation to traditional 
architecture. As a result, they’ve helped to extend the perspectives of 
the Information Architecture Institute. While their insights are not 
officially sponsored by the IAI school, the DSIA Research Initiative 
views them as independent sub-branches of the IA Institute. 

The foundation of the DSIA perspective is not based on library 
science or traditional architecture. Due to this departure and because 
Davis promotes an independent definition, the DSIA Research 
Initiative sponsors a unique branch of classical IA practice.  

This classic component of Morville & Rosenfeld’s contemporary 
perspective is arguably the most popular view of classic IA practices.   

Arango | Hinton | Resmini (2011)

• Information space     • Semantic structures
• Place making

In “Architectures of Understanding,” Jorge Arango considers the 
meaning of “structural design” to information architecture. Arango 
argues how links and nodes create digital forms and spaces. He 
defines IA practice as, “the intentional composition of nodes and 
links as organized structures that facilitate understanding.” [7.1]

2011

Jorge Arango, Andrew Hinton and Andrea Resmini team up to 
clarify the idea of “information space” in Morville and Rosenfeld’s 
definition of the second edition of the polar bear book. This effort 
revisited the influence of architectural thinking on information 
architecture and argues--among other things--that information 
space and place are not metaphorical, but real semantic structures 
created as a result of information architecture. [6.1]

2011

Arango | Hinton | Resmini (2011) [7.1]

• Site Planning • Design conditions for experience        
• Site Visioning • Coherence 

There have been few notable attempts to expand on the concepts 
introduced in Morville and Rosenfeld’s 2002 definition. Their books 
covered the topics well. However, “structural design” and “information 
space” remained obscure until 2011.

Arango | Hinton | Resmini (2011)

• Organization 
• Search     
• Labeling       
• Navigation      

Hinton (2009)

• Language, links and Context as architecture

Andrew Hinton argues that the concept of “architecture” in information 
architecture is more than a metaphor, it is an actual construct in the 
digital realm created of language, links and context. [9.1][9.2][9.3]

2009

Branch Sub-branchMajor ConceptRelated Publication

Established in 2010, the DSIA Research Initiative begins to establish 
an alternate branch of classical IA thinking through a post by founder, 
Nathaniel Davis. The post defined the practice of information architecture 
as it related to business organizations. Later, Davis released a broader 
definition the following year. [15.1]  
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Notable IA Framing: Plotted

Arango (2011)

• Links + nodes = forms and space

School of  Thought 
A school is a fundamentally unique perspective and 
approach to the practice of information architecture. 
The school and its branches are given credibility 
through ongoing supportive documentation. Peter 
Morville can be credited with originally articulating what 
would become known as classic and contemporary 
information architecture through his proposal of little 
and big information architecture. 

Branch  
A branch is an independent perspective and approach 
within the context of an IA school of thought. A branch 
emerges through the canonization of a definition of IA 
practice that is supported by a combination of theory, 
new methods, research and published works.

Sub-Branch
A sub-branch is a specialization within a branch. It 
assumes the practice definition of a branch, but 
typically contributes to the knowledge in a specific 
area of interest or novel interpretation of its parent 
branch.
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• Navigation   • IA Strategy
• Information Organization  • IA Management
• Information Relationship  • IA Research

Schools of  Thought 
Information architecture is a term that’s been 
around for decades and has been applied to a 
number of practices. For the Web, there are 
essentially two dominant IA perspectives from 
which branches and sub-branches have emerged.

General Criteria 
This research captures what the DSIA Research 
Initiative considers to be key information architecture 
definitions and their related concepts that have given 
shape to the industry. Works that have been cited are 
recognized because they have persisted and are 
actively endorsed, practiced or developed as an area 
of research and theoretical inquiry.

One or two blog posts don’t cut it. This list consists of 
contributors who’ve demonstrated a committment to 
their ideas and continue to advance and provoke 
inquiry in the practice of information architecture. 
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In 2011, Nathaniel Davis released the DSIA Research Initiative’s official 
definition for information architecture practice. [16.1] 

Davis introduces a concept of the IA common set. Components of the 
IA common set provide an alternate diagrammatic assessment of how 
content, context and users relate in a framework that’s used to inform 
an IA solution. [17.1]

Through the DSIA Research Initiative Davis promotes a theoretical and 
scientific approach for creating information architecture. Research 
interests include information and communication theory, information 
behavior and modeling. [18.1][18.2] 

Peter Morville plants the seed of what will become the much debated 
dualism of IA practice in the controversial article, “Big Architect, Little 
Architect.” This was the first time the practice of information architec-
ture was positioned as two separate, but related interests. This act also 
exposed the thin line between discipline and role. [3.1]  
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Lou Rosenfeld claimed that IA professionals come from backgrounds 
that focus on either content [structuring], [business] context or users 
[behavior]. He argued that information architects naturally major in 
one, but should maintain minors in the others. This thinking would be 
later translated in the second edition of the polar bear book as an 
essential research framework for information architecture. It has 
proven to be a reliable and often cited assertion. [4.1][4.2]
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This column contains a timeline 
of unique contributions in the 
framing of IA practice. 

This section of the poster presents branches of IA 
schools of thought and captures their novel definitions of 
IA practice and related key concepts. 

This section plots the publication date 
for each recognized contribution and 
other related literature.

How this poster is structured
1 2

3

4 Commentary
& References

This section includes commentary, additional insights, honorable mentions, 
and a complete list of references and quoted exerpts from cited literature.

Beta
1 2 3 4

Information Architecture for the World Wide Web (1st ed.)

2

1

2014

This branch of information architecture is rooted 
in a classic perspective, but combines it with a 
special interest in site and experience strategy.

This branch is interested in 
human-to-information behavior in 
the context of digital systems.




